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'Day of Action'
for clean energy
sec

BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL MANAGING EDITOR

On
Friday,
the Grand Valley
State University
Student Environ
mental Coalition
will make its way
to Michigan State
University
in
East Lansing to
show solidarity between universities
an effort to remove a coal plant from
Michigan State’s campus.
“MSU has the largest coal plant
on a campus in the country and the
board of trustees and president are
meeting on Friday to discuss an un
ambitious plan to have 40 percent
clean energy by 2030 without a
timeline and plan when to make the
change,” said Vince Panozzo, presi
dent of GVSU’s SEC.
On the event’s Facebook page,
creators of the group wrote: “Michi
gan State University has the largest
on-campus coal plant in the United
States, burning over 200,000 tons of
dirty, dangerous coal every year. For
over two years, the university has
failed to prioritize students’ concerns
about the health and environmental
impacts of burning coal on campus
— but these students aren’t giving
up. In fact, they’re speaking truth to
power and demanding MSU transi
tion to 100 percent clean energy like
wind, solar, and geothermal.”
The effort is being organized
through Greenpeace, who are fa
cilitating transportations by carpool
to MSU’s campus that students can
connect with online. To get con
nected through Facebook, type “Day
of Action for 100% Clean Energy at
MSU” into the search bar.
“We’re going to rally with our
fellow students to say we want 100
percent clean energy," Panozzo said.
"Now is the time to do it, and we’re
being joined by other students across
the state as well as the Midwest.”
Panozzo asked that any students
at GVSU interested in joining the ef
fort or just getting more information
should contact the SEC by email at
gvsusec@gmail .com.
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ENTHUSIASTS
TO SHOWCASE
CARS AT GVSU

Student Senate voter turnout dips below 1,000
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL MANAGING EDITOR

n April 7, cabinet elections for
Grand Valley State University’s
Student Senate officially closed and
when voter turnout numbers were
finally tallied, senators were disappointed by
the total, which didn’t even break the triple
digits.
With a grand total of 24,662 students en
rolled for the 2011 -12 academic year at GVSU,
only 980 filled out the online ballot during last
week’s elections — that’s only about 3 percent
of the student body.
But alongside disappointment, there was
little surprise for senators, who have come to
expect a less-than-impressive engagement de
spite a marginal increase in participation dur
ing last years’ election.
“Based on the years past, it’s very much
normal,” said Ali Zimmer, executive vice
president of the GVSU Student Senate. “Last
year we had an increase, I’m not really sure
exactly what the circumstances were for that.
But from the years prior to last year, it’s very
much on-par.”
In 2010, 2,000 students voted in the elec
tion, and the number nudged up to 2,125 last
spring. The decline doesn’t make sense to still might hold weight in the wake of the most
Zimmer, who compared the senate elections to recent election.
“I feel like students who aren’t participat
the presidential ones — a civic responsibility,
ing in senate or don’t know anyone participat
on a smaller scale.
“I want everyone to vote,” Zimmer said. ing in senate aren’t familiar with the system,
“It’s like voting in a presidential election, you they probably don’t know why they would
vote, why they would support something like
should just do it.”
In the past, senators have theorized that that," Zimmer said. "So they don’t take the
there is a general lack of knowledge about time to go ahead and do it."
The Student Senate at GVSU organizes anwhat exactly the senate does, something that

O

KCON signs agreement
for Calvin, Hope grads
BY 8ARAH HILLENBRAND

GVL ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The

•ENROLLMENT NUMBERS FROM GVSU'S IA WEBSITE

nual events like President’s Ball and Battle of
the Valleys, but Zimmer said the most notable
task senate is responsible for is the Student
Life Fund, from which the senate’s Finance
Committee allocates $1 million among the 328
registered student organizations at GVSU.
"That’s my biggest point of interest,” Zim
mer said. “That all the student organizations

SEE ELECTION, A3

GVL / Eric Coulter
Training day: Senior Chelsea Messier performs a lung sound assessment
on a training dummy. Under a new agreement, KCON will reserve
graduate spots for qualified candidates from Calvin and Hope colleges.

BY ANDREW JUSTUS
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While a ride on the Rapid will cer
tainly provide effective transportation,
some students seek something special in
their transportation.
For those students, the Grand Valley
State University Car Club has organized
a sort of support group in the GVSU Car
Show, which will feature cars from stu
dents and local community members.
Last year’s show had a diverse palate
of cars, with some dating to the 1930’s
and others only a year or so old. The
show also had a variety of vehicle types
including muscle cars, pickup trucks,
station wagons, a micro-car and sedans.
The club is hosting the GVSU Car
Show on Saturday from 11 am. to 3
p.m. in parking lot H on the Allendale
Campus. Registration for the car show
begins at 10 am.
Students not showing cars are still
welcome to check out the vehicles and
meet fellow auto enthusiasts.

T GVSU VOTED

The Grand Valley State Uni
versity Kirkhof College of Nurs
ing has signed an agreement
with Calvin College and Hope
College to reserve spots in the
graduate programs for qualified
students. The purpose of the
agreement is to encourage more
students to complete a graduate
nursing degree and ultimately in
crease the number of nurses with
graduate and doctorate degrees
by 2020.
"A partnership between GV
SU’s Kirkhof College of Nursing
and Hope and Calvin colleges’
nursing programs is a reflection
of these efforts while also meet
ing the national call to increase the
proportion of baccalaureate pre
pared nurses who pursue graduate
nursing education,” said Cynthia
McCurren, dean of KCON.

IfintfjOrtl

The GVSU nursing graduate
programs offers two options for
students: a Doctor of Nursing
Practice program, which admits
120 students each year, and a
Master of Science NursingClinical Nurse Leader program,
which admits 60. The new agree
ment will reserve two seats per
year in the DNP program and
two seats in the MSN-CNL pro
gram for students from both Cal
vin and Hope colleges.
“We like to be helpful to the
sister institutions in the area,”
said Gayle Davis, the provost
and vice president for academic
and student affairs. “Their stu
dents will help enrich the high
quality of the nursing program
and get them engaged.”
GVSU entered the agreement
because both Hope and Calvin
had undergraduate nursing pro-

SEE KCON, A3
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Drained: A GVSU student donates blood in a past drive. Men who have had
"sexual contact" with men are banned from donating blood by the FDA.

FDA's gay blood ban hits home after GV student,
universal donor turned away from donating blood
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL MANAGING EDITOR

When Grand Valley State Uni
versity senior Zachery Brown first
heard that his blood wouldn’t be
accepted during the April 3 blood
drive at the Pew Campus, he was
shocked. Brown has an O- blood
type, making him a universal
donor, and he didn’t understand
why his sexual orientation would
be enough to restrict him from
giving.
‘Tve been giving blood for
however long and you know, I’m
a universal donor,” Brown said.
"... I feel like it’s really impor
tant to give blood and that’s my
giving back, I guess.”
Brown has been giving blood
since high school, and giving
blood at GVSU student since
2008, but this is the first time

he was turned away.
“Usually, you fill out the form
and then she’d take my blood test
and then do the scans,” Brown
said. "But what happened was,
I just got through the part where
I have to answer questions, and
she saw that I had sex with men
and she said, ‘You can’t give
blood.’”
Brown, finding the rejection
both offensive and unnecessary,
wasn’t aware until that moment
of the U.S. Food and Drug Ad
ministration’s MSM gay blood
ban.
The policy, ps outlined in the
American Red Cross’ eligibility
criteria on their website, perma
nently defers any male “who has
had sexual contact with another
male (MSM), even once, since

SEE BANNED, A3
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NEWS BRIEFS

GV joins U.S. public transit research

GV joins Pintrest
Pinterest users can connect with and share images
and stories on Grand Valley State University's official
Pintrest account. The platform is a virtual pinboard
that allows users to organize and share interesting
things found on the Web.
The university's account includes collections of
photos — called "boards" — of campus beauty dur
ing the seasons, GVSU's history, the carillon towers,
Laker traditions, things that shape students to be a
Laker for a lifetime and photos from students who
have studied abroad.

A staged reading by professional actors is planned
during a series of events to illustrate how Ancient
preek drama themes still resonate today.
Ancient Greeks/Modern Lives is a major national
.‘program funded by the National Endowment for the
Humanities that aims to create an in-depth cultural
programming partnership between communities, li
braries and theaters.
The program, April 18 from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at Grand
Rapids Main Public Library, 111 Library NE, is free and
open to the public.
/; The staged reading will include a repertoire of
selections from Homer's "Odyssey;" Aeschylus' "Ag
amemnon;" Sophocles' "Ajax;" and Euripides' "Herfikles." The event will last approximately 90 minutes
and will include an introduction, performed readings
and a post-show discussion led by Diane Rayor, a pro"f6ssor of Classics at Grand Valley State University.
.r.

Trench Club to host Francophone Festival
p

... The French Club of Grand Valley State University is
.hosting their first-ever Francophone Festival.
Y, The festival will be a chance for students to learn
.about French-speaking cultures, including ones out
side France.There will be free food, including a crepe
par, at the Saturday event, will take place from noon
jtintil 4:00 p.m. at the Loosemore Auditorium on the
Rew Campus.The event is open to all, including those
who do not speak French.
The Festival will include music performances,
flames, prizes and a French version of bocce ball.
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Greek drama performances
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and will be ready to imple
ment it in about a month.
Part of the plan involves the
%
i
Michigan Alternative and
rand Valley State
4
I
Renewable Energy Center
University’s Padnos
. (MAREC), which the will
College of Engineer
be useful because those in
ing and Computing will be
volved are familiar with all
participating in a govern
things related to energy, the
ment-funded transportation
assistant dean said.
research project with eight
Arn Boezaart, director of
other public universities
MAREC. said the center is
across the nation.
“peripherally involved” in
Charles Standridge, as
/
.
the research, but he does not
sistant dean of PCEC, said
know what role the depart
GVSU was invited to partic
f
/
|
ft
ment will play yet.
ipate in the research project
At this point, Standridge
after having already been
will be directing a team of
a part of an existing coali
faculty, staff and graduate
tion of universities called
and undergraduate students
the Michigan-Ohio Univer
in the conduction of the re
sity Transportation Center,
search, and he said applica
which included the Uni
tions for undergraduates are
versity of Detroit-Mercy,
r
*
still being accepted.
University of Toledo. Bowl
Although the plans for
ing Green University and
the research are still unof
Wayne State.
ficial, the assistant dean said
The U.S. Department of
he intends to tie the project
Transportation then estab
GVL / Robert Mathews
into a mandatory co-op for
lished the National Transit
In transit: GVSU students dismount from a Rapid bus. GVSU
the
engineering students.
Research Consortium in a
will partner with other universities for a national survey.
GVSU’s portion of the
recent congressional bill
“The
consor Standridge said, adding that project will take place on Pew
and awarded it a two-year, website,
$3.49 million grant in Feb tium’s particular areas of GVSU was selected to par Campus over the summer.
Standridge said he thinks
ruary. The money will be expertise include alterna ticipate because of its loca
used to fund the research, as tive fuels, safety and secu tion in West Michigan and collaborative research be
well as education, technol rity, public policy, finance, ability to contribute to the tween GVSU and other uni
development, engineering part of the proj versities is fairly normal, al
ogy transfer and workforce workforce
though he could not say for
development in the area of livable communities, en ect.
The new battery plants in sure. However, Fred Antcvironmental sustainability,
public transit.
The NTRC, headed by economic competitiveness, Holland give GVSU faculty zak, dean of the College of
the Mineta Transportation new modes, and many other and students easy access to Liberal Arts and Studies,
Institute (MTI) of San Jose critical factors essential to the batteries, and will allow confirmed that GVSU com
State University, includes sustainable mobility.” The them to conduct thorough re monly engages in intercolle
Rutgers University, How website added that these search more efficiently than giate research.
“There is at least one
ard University, University factors unite diverse aspects other universities could.
“West Michigan is a professor in each of our 24
of Detroit Mercy, Bowling of public transit and allow
Green State University, Uni for a more coordinated ap leader in lithium ion battery departments who is doing
versity of Toledo, University proach to researching and manufacturing,” Standridge research with collaborators
of Nevada and Pennsylvania improving current transpor said. “It only makes sense to at other institutions.” Antcresearch right where the bat zak said. “It’s a sign of the
tation issues.
State University.
high quality of our faculty,
GVSU’s research will be teries are being made.”
The research project has
The PCEC has not yet and often it produces new
different divisions that will “concerning the remanufac
be taken on by each univer turing, recycling and dis developed a research plan, opportunities for our stu
posal of lithium ion batteries but Standridge said he is dents.”
sity.
ne w.v @ lanthorn .com
|in buses and automobiles j,” currently working on one
According to the MTI
BY LIZZY BALBOA
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, IL
IN 1983 TO ADO TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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MY &XS LLAiiY AREN'T GCCWffcT AXD
WE RE NOT FRENCH EITHER. MY SURE JUST TASTE
A UTTU BETTER, THAT'S AU! I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES. BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET. BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY!

Cm?RLD’S GREATER $
0lf«MET SANDW1C**

8" SUB SANDWICHES
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The Grand Valley Lanthorn
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Grand Valley State University
students 62 times a year.
One copy of this newspaper
is available free of charge to
any member of the Grand
Valley Community.
For additional copies, please
contact our business offices.
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form 3579 to Grand Valley
Lanthorn, 0051 Kirkhof,
Grand Valley State University,
Allendale, Ml, 49401
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#2 BIG JOHN*
yummy mayo, lettuce, and temaie.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA*
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, eniens.
and our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM*
Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
temato. alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (The original)

#5 VITO*
The original Italian sob with genoa salami, provolone.

Assistant Sports Editor

vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)

Laker Life Editor

#6 VEGETARIAN

RACHEL MELKE

Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

SLIM t
SLIM i
SLIM 3
SLIM 4
SLIM 5
SLIM 6

Ham A cheese
least leef
Tuna salad

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*

Double provolone

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap
cQDraSlP
Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

«I0 HUNTER'S CLUB*
I full 1/4 pound of frosh sliced medium rare
roast hoof, provolone. lettuce, tomato. A maye.

Hit COUNTRY CLUB*
Fresh sliced turkey breast, appleweod smoked ham.
prevelone. and tons ef lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always eiceptienal classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB* ®

BRIANA DOOLAN

for vegetarians only..............

OilIVCRY ORDERS will include a delivery

Image Editor

J.J.B.L.T.*

LUNCHES PUTTERS PARTIES!

charge of

25c per item (w-toc).

ERIC COULTER
lacon. lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
(The only better ILT is mama's ILT)

and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You bav'ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado

fOJT

Assistant Image Editor

#8 BILLY CLUB*
Choice roast beef, smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato. A mayo.

Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.

layers of provolone cheese separated by real

jjM

provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato. A real mayo!

Salami, capicola. cheese

&

peace dude!)

I full 1/4 pound of real appleweod smoked ham.

Turkey breast

avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber,
lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not

A & E Editor

* wJIMMYJOHNS.COM * *

spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It s the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Bauble provalone. rial avacada spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts. Itttucu. tumatu. A mayo.
(Try it oo my 7 grail whole wboat broad. This veggie
sandwich is warld elass!)

ROBERT MATHEWS

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*

Copy Editor

★ SIDES ★

HALEY OTMAN

Roast beef, turkey breast. Iittoca. tamata. A mayo
An American classic, certainly net invented by J.J. but
defimitely tweaked and fime-tuned te perfection!
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JULIE SHEERAN
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TY BAILLIE

* Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie
* Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle
* Eitra load of meat
* Eitra cheese or eitra avocado spread
* Hot Peppers

THOMAS LEE

( STEVEN MERDZINSKI

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN*
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Huey It's huge
enough to feed the hungriest ef all
humans' Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef,
turkey A provolone. jammed into

FREEBIES

(SUBS £ CLUBS ONLY)

Omen, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayn. sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard, oil A vinegar, and oregano

o

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. A a real tasty Italian

JON VAN ZYTVELD

i ALEX HOUSEMAN

THOMAS LEE
{STEPHEN PRATT

garnished with lettuce, temato. and maye.

Medium rare choice roast hoof, topped with

Sports Editor
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deal appleweod smoked ham and provolone cheese

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
My club sandwiches have twice the meat er cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread nr my famous
homemade french bread!

PLAIN SLIMS*

#l PEPE*

SAMANTHA BUTCHER
Managing Editor

Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II

111 if My tasty suh sandwiches art a lull I inches if
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats A cheese I can buy! Ind if it matters te you.
we slice everything Iresh everyday in this stnre. right
here where you can sen it. (He mystery meat here!)

#15 CLUB TUNA*
The same as our 93 Totally Tuna eicept this one has
a lit more Fresh housemade tuna salad, provalone.
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce. A tomato

CLUB LULU’
Fresh sliced turkey breast, hacae. lettuce, temato.
A maye. (JJ's original turkey A bacon club)

one ef eur homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER*

lettuce, temato. A our homemade

Real applewaad smoked kam and bacin with lettece.

Italian dressing.

tomato A maye. what could be better!

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
PLEASE
RECYCLE

TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"*
• ISIS 7107 7B03 7014 7117 7011 JIMMT JOHN S FRANCNISI. (It Oil BICNTS MSENVIB W* leteive TM lirtt 1o Make Inf Mine Ckanffs
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continued from A1

are funded by the student
life fund that we are re
sponsible for delegating.
The Finance Committee,
they go through fund
ing requests and they de
termine what should be
funded.”
Zimmer said the sen
ate is going to continue
to push for more publicity
during future election sea
sons in hopes to get more
student engagement. And
with the current restruc
turing of the Student Sen
ate to include a graduate
student body before the
next election season, Zim
mer hopes the senate can
reach out to a whole new
GVSU demographic.
“We’ve been working
on the past year, restruc
turing the Student Senate
to get more graduate stu
dent influence,” she said.
“So, with that change,
maybe in the future we’ll
have a whole other body
of students interested in
the elections.”
Currently, there are 44
positions on the Student
Senate Cabinet being filled
based on the candidates
running in the election
and write-in vote, Zimmer
said, with six positions
that will be held open un
til fall for freshman and
transfer students.
Results of the new
executive board of the
Student Senate won’t be
available until April 19
following elections, but

KCON
continued from A1

grams without gradu
ate programs, said Linda
Scott, associate dean for
graduate programs.
“It is a very exciting op
portunity to work together
to educate nurses to meet
demands in society in the
future,” Scott said, adding
that GVSU is not planning
to sign similar agreements
with other schools right
now.
McCurren said the
agreement will not affect
GVSU students who may
be trying to get into the
graduate program because
the purpose of this agree
ment is to encourage more
students to apply, since
the programs need more
applicants most years.
The majority of nursing
students that do pursue an
advanced degree wait for
some time before going to
graduate school, she said.
“Recruitment for quali
fied applicants is a chal
lenge we take seriously
and we want well-prepared
candidates,”
McCurren

'
2
'
'
/
/
/

"I do know that
we have those
980 people who
were supportive
of their peers,
and that's
appreciated."

/

/

/

/
/

/

/
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ALI ZIMMER
EXECUTIVE VP
STUDENT SENATE

/
/
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/
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Zimmer said the execu
tive board will have some
fresh faces come fall.
“We’re going to have
a big turn-around with the
executive board,” Zim
mer said. “I’m not entirely
sure, because we have a
few people returning, but
there will be more than
half of us gone.”
Still, despite the low
turnout, Zimmer acknowl
edged the students who
did vote for the cabinet.
“I do know that we
have those 980 people
who were supportive of
their peers, and that’s ap
preciated,” she said. “But
in response to the lack of
turnout, I can just hope
that in the future that we
can just kind of keeping
pushing people to take an
interest in this.”

managingeditor@
lanthorn.com

said. “The partnership is
an intentional recruitment
strategy.”
Davis
agreed
that
GVSU student applicants
will not be greatly affect
ed.
“They’ll be in compe
tition with everyone else
trying to get into the pro
gram,” she said. “We don’t
save spaces for Grand Val
ley students, so everyone
is in the same pool.”
McCurren said she
hopes the agreement will
attract more nursing stu
dents not only from just
Hope College and Calvin
College, but also from
other schools that have
students seeking to attend
graduate school.
“It is believed that this
innovative
partnership
model will achieve the
ultimate goal of increas
ing the number of DNP
or MSN-CNL prepared
nurses in Michigan,” she
said.
The agreement will be
effective in for the 201213 academic year.

continued from A1

1977” on the basis that they
are at high-risk for transmit
ting diseases.
Though the type of defer
ral is not unique to GVSU,
it is rare. In fact, it’s the first
time in his almost 10 years
working with Pew Campus
blood drives that Steve Lipnicki, assistant dean of stu
dents, has heard of a student
who was turned away. The
drives, though hosted by the
university, are conducted
and facilitated by the Ameri
can Red Cross and Michigan
Blood, which must comply
with FDA regulations.
“While in full support
of continuing to offer oncampus drives that provide
essential life-giving products
to our entire community, I
also support the ongoing ef
forts by numerous groups
nationwide to have the FDA
revisit the validity of their
guidelines,” Lipnicki said.
Brown’s rejection was
not only a surprise to Brown
and Lipnicjri, but also the
nurse conducting the predonation survey.
“The lady who inter
viewed me said that she’s
only had that answered one
other time,” Brown said,
adding that he thinks a lot of
other people who have been
sexually active with another
men since 1977 may be
hesitant to answer honestly
during the survey
“I think a lot of people
don’t say anything, if I had
to guess,” he said. “First of
all, I don’t know if it’s the
question itself or if it’s just
like, who is this random per
son who is asking me if I’m
gay or not?”
And he would know,
since it’s the first time he had
answered truthfully himself.
“I wasn’t really out of
the closet until last year,”
Brown said. “So, finally this
is the first time I was kind

i

"We recognize the importance of having a safe national
blood supply. However, with the improved testing methods
now available, to continue to exclude MSM (men who have
had sexual contact with men) donors seems both archaic
and draconian and only further serves to unnecessarily
stigmatize an already marginalized community."

of like OK, you know, this
is something I should just
be open about, but then this
time they said it was highrisk behavior.”
The FDA’s regulations
regarding MSM blood de
ferrals has been a nation
wide controversy since it’s
origins, when the ban was
originated in the early ‘80s
as a precautionary measure
against the spread of HIV
and AIDS as a response to
the growing epidemic at the
time.
Now, many argue that the
policy is outdated consider
ing the public is generally
much more educated about
safe sex, in combination
with more advanced screen
ing technology.
“Then, this kind of thing,
where if they are going to
screen it anyway and they
have really good technol
ogy now, they should take
everybody’s blood; but to
just totally take out a whole
segment and say, ‘You’re
at such a high risk we don’t
even want to take the time to
screen your blood and see if
it’s good’ — I just don’t think
that’s right,” Brown said.
The Gay Men’s Health
Crisis, an organization cre
ated in 1982 that aims at

COLETTE SEGUIN BEIGHLEY
DIRECTOR,
LGBT RESOURCE CENTER AT GVSU

raising awareness about and
working toward the preven
tion of HIV and AIDS, is
among many advocating
for the repeal of the regula
tions.
On their website, GMHC
has an online petition call
ing for reform on the ban,
and writes: “Although this
policy was created in the
early years of the epidemic,
when little was known about
HIV, the current policy fails
to maximize blood safety
and excludes many poten
tial gay and bisexual male
donors who are at low-risk
for HIV.”
Colette Seguin Beighley, director of the LGBT
Resource Center at GVSU,
echoed the GMHC’s rea
soning.
“We recognize the im
portance of having a safe
national blood supply,” she
said. “However, with the
improved testing methods
now available, to continue to
exclude MSM donors seems
both archaic and draconian
and only further serves to
unnecessarily stigmatize an
already marginalized com
munity.”
Despite the still-preva
lent regulations, advocacy
efforts aren’t going complet-

ley unnoticed. The Depart
ment of Health and Human
Services, under the Obama
administration, issued a n<Y
tice published in the Federal
Register in March, announc
ing plans to study alterna
tives for the ban.
The increased effec
tiveness of donor testing for
(Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV)J, [Hepatitis
B Virus (HBV)], syphilis
and other infectious agents
has greatly enhanced blood
safety,” the notice read.
“I think it was a rule that
there was a time when it was
needed,” Brown said. “I can
understand there was a huge
AIDS epidemic and that was
probably the best way and
the technology then probably
wasn’t the best to protect it,
but nowadays we have bet
ter technology ... It’s just an
inappropriate law, I think, Or
rule that because I’m gay I
can’t give blood.”
For more information
about the MSM Blood Ban
and GMHC’s efforts, visit
www.gmhc.org. For more
information about donating
blood at GVSU, visit www.
gvsu.edu/service/blooddrives-on-campus-59.htm.

managingeditor@
lanthorn rom

shillenbrand@
lanthorn.com
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OUTDATED

The FDA's MSM blood ban may have been a once-needed precaution against the
spread of HIV/AIDS but is now outdated with increasingly advanced technology

n April 3, a Grand Valley State
drives on GVSU’s campus, must comply
with the Food and Drug Administration’s
University student e-mailed the
Lanthorn after he was deferred
MSM gay blood ban. The regulation, draft
from donating blood at a Pew Campused as a reaction to the AIDS epidemic in
the ‘80s, permanently defers any male who
blood drive. An O- universal donor, he had
has had sex with another male (MSM),
been giving blood since he was in high
even once, since 1977 from donating blood.
school, and had participated in GVSUThough well-intentioned, the ban seems
hosted blood drives for the past four years.
excessive nowadays, and doesn’t account
F or the first time during the preliminary
for increased education about preven
survey, he answered questions about his
sexual orientation and activity honestly, and tion about the disease and new screening
was barred for donating on the grounds that technologies that would act as a safeguard
against letting any infections through.
he was considered “high-risk.”
All blood currently donated is thoroughly
The American Red Cross and Michigan
screened for a number of risk factors,
Blood, which operate and facilitate blood

O

QUESTION OFTHE ISSUE

including HIV/AIDS, and to deny gay men
who are or have been sexually active from
donating blood, the sentiment demonstrated
is essentially that doing so is too much of a
hassle.
But in March, a public notice issued
by the U.S. Health and Human Services
Department said the increased effectiveness
in screening blood donors for “infectious
agents” like HIV, Hepatitis B, syphilis and
others had improved to the point where
“questions have been raise dabout ht eneed
to continue an indefinite deferral of all
MSM.”
These advancements give good rea

son to be hopeful, but that doesn’t mean
change is being actively considered. As a
society, we’ve come so far, but the FDA’s
regulation is a step backward. According
to America’s Blood Centers, people need
blood transfusions every two seconds, yet
only 37 percent of the population is eligible
to donate blood, and less than 10 percent
do. To deny willing donors the opportunity
to give back a much-needed resource to
their communities simply because of a
30-year-old policy is outdated and discrimi
natory. It’s time for blood donations in the
U.S. to move into the 21st Century.

COURTESY CARTOON I KING FEATURES

What do you think about the FDA's
MSM blood ban regulations?

Vn

"I think that banning blood should
be based solely on health issues
(such as whether the blood
contains a transferable disease
or not), which are completely
exclusive from a donor's lifestyle
and personal choices."
MARISSA BELL
Junior, English language and literatures
McHenry, III.

"I believe that no one should be
hindered in their wish to help
others.This ban is inequality/
discriminatory and focused on
harming those that just want to do
good. So test the blood better, but
don't ban something that has the
potential to do good."
AARON DOUBLESTEIN

What my washing machine taught me

Junior, general management
Boyne Falls, Mich.

"I believe that it shouldn't be in
effect because it doesn't mean the
person has AIDS."

BY CHRIS SLATTERY
GVL COLUMNIST

MELANIE VANHOUTEN
Junior, therapeutic recreation
Grand Blanc, Mich.

"I think that this law is
unnecessary and ridiculous. I
would hope that, as a society, we
aren't so closed-minded and we
take action to change the MSM
blood ban regulation."

JACKIE POWERS
Junior, biomedical sciences
Manistique, Mich.

"I think that as long as it was not
unprotected it's fine. Just because
you're gay does not mean you
carry HIV or other diseases.There
are plenty of heterosexual people
that are allowed to give blood that
don't practice safe sex, their risk is
just as high."

Okay, I don’t have very
many of these left, so I’ll skip
a prolonged introduction and
get right to the meat of what
I want to talk about (hey, it’s
not Meatless Monday, so I
can say that guilt-free).
College changes every
thing.
I spent Easter weekend
in my hometown to help
my mom move to Lansing
— essentially, it was “Here,
Christopher, why don’t you
celebrate the resurrection of
Christ by getting this wash
ing machine out of here?”
But while I was back in my
hometown for what was pos
sibly the last time until my
10-year reunion (Nametag:

Chris Slattery, still unem
ployed), I found every single
project I did in high school.
Now, we can all agree that
hindsight is 20/20, but I was
a weird kid. I’m not saying
that in a jokey, self-deprecat
ing way, but in a legitimate,
socially inept way. I honestly
did not know how to deal
with people well. Now lode
at me! I’m graduating with
one of the most solitary
majors of all!
Okay, maybe I need to
look deeper.
As I was back home, I
could go to the store and see
people my age who didn’t
go to college or leave Grand
Ledge. This isn’t to say I’m
better by any means, but
it became very clear early
on that I needed to get the
hell out erf Dodge (which
was the nickname 1 gave
my childhood home). My
outlook on life, and my abil
ity to play well with others.

clearly needed some kind of
adjustment, but not everyone
requires that change.
So to fight all erf the seem
ingly depressing comments •
I make about myself in the
name of comedy and mak
ing sense of this mad, mad,
mad, mad world we live
in, I will say that I’m pretty
happy with what these last
five years have turned me
into. I may not understand
all of the complexities of the
world, but I at least feel more
mature and prepared to exist
effectively.
“Whoa,” you may be
thinking. “That’s heavy.”
Ease up, seemingly
inebriated student. Hopefully
you’ve felt some of this, as
well. Going to a university
— regardless erf living in the
dorms or spending a lot erf
time on-campus or learning
how to smoke hookah —
helps you find a lot of likeminded people, which can be

very eye-opening. Without
getting too specific, spending
all of this time at universitylevel courses taught me that
a lot erf people like doing the
same things that I do, and in
many cases do it a lot better
than I do.
1 know, I know! I was
shocked, too...
My first year as a colum
nist was about establishing
my roots as a regular in the
Grand Valley Lanthorn,
getting my foot in the door
and hopefully making people
laugh. But this past year has
been all about change and.
hopefully, maturity. I’ll credit
GVSU for that, but in many
respects, anyone going to any
college or university can say
that.
It may take a while to
notice these changes, as they
are inherently gradual, like
my strained back (washing
machines are damn heavy).

cslattery@ hinthorn com

KILEE KEPLINGER
Junior, criminal justice
Michigan City, Ind.
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Traffic patrollers have souls after all
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the (Irand
Valley I^nthom opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Val
ley Community. Student opinions
do not reflect those of the Grand
Valley l .anthorn
The Grand Valley lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expres
sion for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and
phone responses,
letters must include the author's
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person letters will
he checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley lanthorn

1•

Letters appear as space permits
each issue The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns
for length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley l.anthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons.
The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff

BY CHRISTINE COLLERAN
GVL COLUMNIST

The world is littered
with questionable orange
things: carrot-flavored
jello, for example, prison
jumpsuits, yams, the entire
cast of “Jersey Shore.”
Yet none of those things
prove quite as disturbing as
the no-good, dirty, rotten,
little orange envelopes that
contain Grand Valley State
University parking tickets.
And even worse, or so I
thought, than these despica
ble envelopes themselves,
were the fluorescent-coated
GVSU students who had
the nerve to take a job as
traffic patrol and ticket
their fellow student*.
Upon acquiring a ticket,
1 usually do two things.

First, I find the nearest
neon-wearing traffic patrol
ler and mean-mug them.
We’re talking furrowed
brow, look-what-you-did
glare. Then I get into my
car and go into an admit
tedly pathetic, but always
heartfelt, rant regarding my
feelings toward the traffic
patrol.
It goes a little something
like this:
Why? Aren’t you a stu
dent too? Don’t you know
what it’s like to be running
late? Or to have accidently
used the dollar meant for
the meter on a McChicken?
Do... you... even... have...
a... soul? Wh-y-y-y?
Since I ruled out
blaming myself for the
ticket mishaps (I am a busy
student after all), I vowed
to hate the traffic patrol for
ever. Then, two things hap
pened: I ran out of money,
and met a parking drone
face-to-face, all within a
three-week span.
Running out of money

will always be easy enough
so long as Jimmy Johns
and Dairy Queen stay in
business. Making money,
however, is another matter
entirely. I found a job 20
minutes from home, where
they ignored my studentstatus and ultimately
caused more scheduling
conflicts than Tiger Woods
had mistresses. Needless
to say, I began to soften
towards any on-campus
positions, traffic patrol
included.
Ultimately, meeting one
of the patrollers in the flesh
was what really changed
my views. I was walking
down the hallway with a
girl from class when she
dropped the bombshell.
She was one of them, a
member of the enemy
troops. I was stunned, and
immediately I prepared to
hate her — but I couldn’t.
She was too dam nice, and
eventually I had to admit
she might actually have a
soul.

After considering the
idea that I might be the
soulless one here, I made
the decision to drop my
beef with the traffic patrol
once and for all. Besides
the fact that I knew my
mean glares left them
quaking in their neon coats,
I realized that a job is a job,
and that on-campus posi
tions offer students a lot.
We all feel the strains of a
struggling economy, and
we can’t blame people for
taking jobs when they truly
need them.
What this doesn’t mean,
however, is that I will be
jumping to take the next
traffic patrol opening. I
may have made peace with
the patrol, but those little
orange envelopes still make
my eye twitch. Besides,
anyone who has seen me
in neon knows that it does
nothing for my skin tone
(think Marilyn Manson and
Emma Stone’s love child),
and be glad I’ll stay away.
ccolleran ® lan thorn .com
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GV violated housing discrimination laws in guinea pig case
I found that the editonal piece “Animal House”
oversimplified the issue of a
companion animal and unnec
essarily defamed Ms. Velzen
and others who struggle to
cope with depression and
other illnesses.
To begin, a lawsuit is filed
when laws are broken, or
when someone is harmed.
In the last few years, people
have been filing unreasonable
tort lawsuits, seeking un
reasonable damages. These
suits have painted any legal
action as unreasonable, as the
editorial staff of the Lanthorn
have unfairly judged this

case. I’m not a lawyer, so 1
can’t say that this case doesn’t
fall under tort law. I can say,
however, that GVSU has
violated housing discrimina
tion law.
Under US fair hous
ing law, a landlord must be
willing to make reasonable
accommodation for tenants
with special needs, including
those suffering from depres
sion who need a therapeutic
companion animal. This
concept is the reason why
GVSU has to allow service
animals like dogs to live on
campus for those who need
them. Reasonable accom

modation for a companion
animal doesn’t mean a dog or
cat, but it certainly includes
a small pet, like a guinea pig,
that is contained and will not
damage anything if properly
cared for. The Department erf
Housing and Urban Develop
ment even provides a sample
letter for doctors who need to
inform landlords of the ten
ant’s need.
Furthermore, Ms. Velzen
may have been allowed the
pet in the end, but three ap
peals is three too many for
someone who wants only the
benefit of existing federal law.
A “thorough vetting” doesn’t

mean three appeals, it means
an application and subsequent
investigation. A small pet
doesn’t place undue burden
on the Office of Housing and
Residence Life. Asking to
keep a guinea pig on campus
isn’t like asking for a pet
friendly dorm to be built, or
asking the university to install
a permanent cage for the
animal.
The issue erf allergies
among other students is com
plicated, but not enough to
deny Ms. Velzen the animal.
If a student’s allergies are so
severe that they would suffer
from another student having

a guinea pig in another room,
they should probably already
have facilities to cope with al
lergens already present in the
air. I have a mild cat allergy,
and I’ve been irritated by the
air in campus housing without
any animals at all.
All this aside, article
overstepped the line when it
denounced the use erf a com
panion animal as childish. A
companion animal is a kind erf
therapy, just like antidepres
sant medication. Saying that
someone who needs to get rid
of their therapy and just grow
up is like telling an amputee
not to be distraught over their

lost limb and just get over it.
Your insinuation that some
one suffering from depres
sion just needs to be more
mature demonstrates a gross
misunderstanding of the diffi
culty faced not only by people
with depression and other
mood disorders, but people
with social impairments like
Asperger syndrome and
people with disabilities like
ADHD. Disorders are com
plicated, and people don’t just
choose to live with them.
Sincerely,
ALEIXO "LLAMA" GOMES
GVSU STUDENT

Obama health care plan
not a violation of liberty
In response to the two,
largely identical, letters to the
Lanthorn letters editor, by
Casey Vandenberg, a Philoso
phy sophomore, published
on March 15 and 22, arguing
that the Affordable Health
Care Act (AHC), often called
disrespectfully “Obamacare,”
“violates the personal liber
ties” of the American people,
1 would like to disagree and
stress that the universal,
humane, and profoundly
rational health protection is,
and should be, a universal
human right. It is an ideal of
the entire world population,
an ideal destroyed by greed,
political stubbornness of the
few extremely privileged
and their political and media
mercenaries.
In his two, identical,
letters, Casey uses the word
“liberty” full 24 times and
accuses the "Obamacare”
of forcing the unwilling
“consumers” of the health
care services in the USA to
buy the “product” they do
not want. What Casey does
not say is that these unwill
ing consumers do use these
services, in extremely large
numbers, when they need
them, as a rule in the very
expensive, often low-quality,
and understaffed Emergency
Rooms (ER), all over the
USA. When it comes to
paying their medical bills,
these “heroic defenders” of
our “personal liberties” pass
these bills to the rest of us, the
“cowards” and the “idiots,”
who are “enslaved” by paying
our own health insurance.
This mechanism is very
simple: Our 50 States and our
Federal Government cannot
allow these parasitical “lovers
of liberty” to die or become
hopeless invalids, when they
need medical care. Conse
quently, because of these irre
sponsible “heroes,” who hate

the social and governmental
nuindates, especially the
horeible “Obamacare,” all our
insurance policies are signifi
cantly higher. We the People
have to save them from
their arrogant and politically
indoctrinated selves! Such
a negative situation can be
ideologically supported only
by the extreme libertarians
or anarchists. Or perhaps by
some sophomore students of
philosophy? (See the meaning
of the word “sophomore” and
“sophomoric” — its Greek
root!)
It is important to stress
that the AHC Act hits already
produced some remarkable
positive results, which are
obvious to all the honest US
citizens, and, if allowed to
survive, by our, rather unreli
able and often undeniably
partisan, US Supreme Court,
it may improve significantly
the health situation in the
USA, the situation which is •
today shamefully low for this
technologically and culturally
highly developed country. See
the facts online!
As Casey’s “argument” is
based exclusively on the idea
that the AHC “violates per
sonal liberties,” I am offering
here a short, very selective,
list of such “violations” that
we all accept as normal and
beneficial to the overall suc
cess of our country:
1) Paying our federal and
state taxes; 2) Having very
little, or no, say about how
the tax money is spent; 3)
Registering one’s car and
paying car insurance; 4)
Having a driver’s licease and
special ID’s (passports), when
traveling abroad; 5) Being
inspected/”frisked” at the air
ports and other high-security
venues, etc.
The list is literally huge,
as every normal society needs
numerous rules, laws, and

mandates, in order to func
tion properly and smoothly.
Casey, somehow, forgets all
these mandates and selects
the “Obamacare” as the big
gest danger to our, largely
clearly defined, American
liberties. I find such a an
attitude disingenuous, based
on sophistry, i.e., verbal
manipulation, and based on
the several philosophically
false premises. Fortunately,
Casey has two more years of
study, to refine his philosophi
cal arguments and techniques.
Let me conclude by saying
a couple of words in favor
of the much maligned AHC,
hoping that reason will
prevail and that the year 2014
will see its full implementa
tion: Prevention is far better
and cheaper than late cure!
A healthier population works
better and lives better! The
Government is willing and
ready to pay health insurance
.to those, who, because of the
highly visible social injustice
and inequality in this country,
find themselves unemployed,
homeless, unable to pay either
the insurance or their taxes, in
short, who belong to the everincreasing US poor popula
tion. As for the stubborn and
indoctrinated social parasites,
who do have enough money,
but decline such help, and still
want to use their community
health and social services,
capitalism is very clear
about their “destiny”: We are
building this great country to
gether and we cannot demand
exemption from our duties.
After all, it is to be hoped
that we are collectively “our
brothers’ keepers” and not the
selfish, politically motivated,
loners and misfits. Too big a
burden, Casey? The time for
“oil change”?
IVO SOUAN
GVSU ENGLISH PROFESSOR

CHEMICAL BANK 2012 LOAN SPECIAL
Whether you're in the market for a new
deck, or a new or used car, take advantage
of these loan rates before they dry up. For
more info, visit ChemicalBankMI com today
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Feeling the heat
Summer expenses don't have to mean financial woes for students

CHECK OUT MORE

BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL MANAGING EDITOR

tudents at Grand Val
ley State University
are coming up on the
final stretch of the semes
ter, with summer vacation
nearly visible on the hori
zon. However, with fewer
responsibilities, it’s easy to
get irresponsible and saving
cash over the summer can
become a struggle. So how
can students manage money
in between loan cycles?
Michelle Rhodes, direc
tor of GVSU’s Financial Aid
GVL Photo Illustration / Samantha Butcher
Office, said planning ahead
Never fear A GVSU student looks at their loan repayment
and preparing for summer
information on the student loan website, www.studentloans.gov.
expenses should be a prior
and don’t have to take out tention to now
how much in
ity for students.
“Whether
it’s
study all of the loans they are of loans you are taking out is
abroad, moving back home, fered, that can be one way to important not only because
working full time instead of manage student loan debt,” post-graduation debt can be
part-time, or going to school, Rhodes said.
a burden to pay off, but also
In the 2011-12 data set because students do have a
etc. ... or a combination of
collected by GVSU’s In limit to how much money in
these things,” Rhodes said.
For those students stay stitutional Analysis, the loans they can take out.
“Once again, I think all
ing enrolling in spring/sum average “per-undergraducumulative student situations are differ
mer semesters, Rhodes said ate-borrower
being careful to only take principal borrowed” aver ent,” Rhodes said. “The Fi
out as many loans as you ages at $26,912. This num nancial Aid Office is happy
need over the summer will ber applies to first-time un to discuss the options with
be important in the long dergraduates who received each individual student.
term; and the rule applies a bachelor’s degree from It’s good now to also think
not only to spring/summer GVSU between July 1, about planning for next aca
2010, and June 20, 2011, demic year.”
semesters, but year-round.
To find more information
She said each students’ and who borrowed at any
situation is unique when it time during their enrollment on loan limits, visit www.
comes to managing loans, at GVSU, including insti gvsu.edu/financialaid/stubut students who need a tutional, state, Federal Per dent-loans-83.htm.
To talk with a financial
little bit of guidance are en kins, Federal Stafford (sub
couraged to contact the Of sidized and unsubsidized), aid representative, contact
fice of Financial Aid to dis institution-certified private the Financial Aid Office at
cuss their options for each loans, Federal District Stu 616-331-3234 or by email
dent loans and Federal Fam at finaid@gvsu.edu.
individual’s specific case.
managingeditor®
“If they can work to pay ily Education loans.
Rhodes said paying atlanthorn.com
for some of their expenses
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• Over 250 scholarships waiting for you to access
@ www.gvsu.edu/scholarships
• View scholarships database from your cell phone
• Most deadlines occur between January and April
• Visit www.gvsu.edu/finandalaid, view types of Aid
for other resources & dick on scholarships
(SfSU Student employment

• Over 5000 students got jobs on and off
campus last year
• Login @ www.gvsu.edu/studentjobs and
click on the money tree

VISIT

Financial Aid Office
WITH QUESTIONS

100 Student Services Building
(616) 331-3234
finaia@qvsu.edu
www.gsvu.edu/financialaid

ON CAMPUS
Featuring our high-interest
Max Checking5” account
• FREE with no monthly
fees or minimum
balance requirements
• FREE real-time 24-hour
online banking
6 ATMs on campus:
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• Drive-up Kiosk
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• Rec Center
• Kirkhof Center
• Kleiner Commons
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SHORTS
Santora, wins lead to
Pitcher of the Week
On Monday, Grand Val
ley State University varsity
softball pitcher Hannah San
tora was named the GLIAC
"Pitcher of the Week" after
winning all three of her
starts last week. Of those 19
innings in the circle, Santora
allowed just one earned run
and struck out 11 batters. Her
earned run average this sea
son is 1.44, and she leads the
GLIAC in opponents batting
average (.186) and shutouts
(five), while ranking second
in wins (15), fifth in complete
games (14), and sixth in
strikeouts (85). Santora has
a career record of 26-5, 15-2
this year. She is the third
member of her team to earn
a weekly award this season.

Patterson runs to
Athlete of the Week
On Tuesday, Grand Valley
State University women's
track and field runner Rachel
Patterson was named the
GLIAC "Athlete of the Week"
for her performance at last
Saturday's Stanford Invita
tional. In an invitational that
was composed of mainly
Division I schools, Patterson
finished 13th in the top heat
of the 5,000 meter run. She
earned an NCAA Division II
automatic qualifying time of
15:54.35 in the event, the top
qualifying time in the coun
try right now.
Patterson's time was also
the third-best 5,000 meter
time in Grand Valley State
history. Patterson will com
pete with the Lakers at Sat
urday's Hillsdale Invitational.

GVL Archive

Batter up: Grand Valley State University's Kayleigh Bertram steps up to bat during a previous games.The Lakers are currently first in the GLIAC standings.
BY JON VAN ZYTVELD

During the first game, the Lak
ers (31-9, 14-6 GLIAC) scored four
runs in the top of the second to gain
n any sport, there are games that an early lead over Northwood (1319. 10-10 GLIAC). who trailed for
go your way and games that do
the opposite.
the duration of the game. GVSU
On Tuesday, the Grand Valley pitcher Andrea Nicholson had a
State University varsity softball strong start, not allowing any runs
team traveled to Midland, Mich., or walks in the 4-0 victory.
and split a doubleheader against
“The first game was very cleanly
Northwood University, winning the played,” Nicholson said. “It was the
first game handily before falling in kind of game that you like to see.
the second.
The second game was more diffi
“The first game was great,” said cult, but it did show that we don’t
GVSU coach Doug Woods, who re give up, even when we’re behind.”
sided
799th-gaeer wiaan the.
la
, typ* Nprthwtxxi sajn^i
first game. “1 saw a lot of things that two runs in the top of the first in
f hkeeMwrhe seccmd’gwwe^'we-hnd* nings bwfthc bakers tied it up short*
a shot, but we didn’t pitch very well ly after. Northwood continued their
and that was our demise. We just strong offensive play, and while the
kept swinging and didn’t give up, Lakers scored five runs in the bot
but it wasn’t enough.”
tom of the fifth, it was not enough
GVL ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
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SCHEDULE
BASEBALL
Saturday vsTiffin, 1 p.m.
Saturday vsTiffin, 3:30
p.m.

Sunday vsTiffii^noon
Sunday vsTiffin, 2.30 p.m.
M. GOLF
Friday at University of
Detroit Mercy Tourney, all
day
Saturday at University of
Detroit Mercy Tourney, all
day

1

to halt Northwood and the Lakers
dopped the 14-11 decision.
“We hit the ball well and got a
lot of runs, but we just didn’t keep
up on the defensive end,” said Katie
Martin, who hit two home runs dur
ing the game. “When that happens,
there’s only so much you can do to
win.”
This weekend will bring three
big softball days with three GLIAC
double-headers for the Lakers, a
challenge that the team is ready to
rise to, despite the tiring pace.
“It is somewhat mentally exto keepnqn
tba
and scnoolwork,” Martin sajd. “We
■pet-twed. but it>the wpwit that
love, that’s why we’re out there ev
ery day.”
The team will play Ohio Domin
ican University on Friday, Ashland

University on Saturday and will
cap off the weekend with Lake Erie
College on Sunday. While the Lak
ers currently sit first in the GLIAC,
Ashland is enters Saturday’s game
in second with Ohio Dominican is
third (12-6) with only a small mar
gin separating the three schools.
The Lakers are fully aware of the
challenges to come, but the team
is confident that they will be able
to perform to the best of their abil
ity and put on a good final stand at
home for their fans.
“Looking at the conference
big,” Nichi^^n^sa^l!^^just
hwwe lo focus
nmmtomjs do:
hitting and playing well. If we can
do that, we will do well.”

assistantsports @
lanthorn.com

M.TENNIS
Thursday vs Ferris, 3 p.m.
Friday at GRCC and

Pitching leads to frigid success in midweek series

Davenport Tourney, all day

M. TRACK AND
FIELD
Saturday, at Hillsdale
Tourney, all day

Lakers surge to
7th straight win
behind pitching
BY ZACH SEPANIK
GVL STAFF WRITER

W. GOLF
Saturday at OakTerrace
Invite (Illinois), all day
Sunday at OakTerrace
Invite (Illinois), all day

W. LACROSSE
Saturday vs Notre Dame,
7 p.m.

W. SOCCER
Saturday at Michigan
State, noon
Sunday vs Davenport,TBA

SOFTBALL
Friday vs Ohio Dominican,
3:30 p.m.
Friday vs Ohio Dominican,
5:30 p.m.
Saturday vs Ashland, 1
p.m.
Saturday vs Ashland, 3
p.m.
Sunday vs Lake Erie, noon
Sunday vs Lake Erie, 2
p.m.
W. TENNIS
Friday at Davenport, 4 p.m.
W. TRACK AND
FIELD
Saturday at Hillsdale
Tourney, all day

The

The No. 20 Grand Val
ley State University baseball
team fed off six innings of a
no-hit bid by senior pitcher
Kyle Schepel in game one
against Hillsdale Univer
sity on Tuesday, leading to
a doubleheader sweep of the
Chargers at Laker Baseball
Field.
The Lakers (22-10 over
all. 12-6 GLIAC) continued
their strong play on Wednes
day with a doubleheader
sweep of Northwood Uni
versity, running their win
streak to seven straight.
In game one on Tuesday,
Schepel pitched 6.1 innings,
tying a career-high with 10
strikeouts. He had a no-hitter
through six innings, before
Hillsdale’s junior right field
er Mike Vanchieri led off the
seventh with a single. After
getting the next batter to pop
out. Schepel was relieved
by junior Brad Zambron,
who recorded two strikeouts
to end the game, giving the
Lakers a 4-0 victory.
“I just tried to throw
strikes and get ahead of bat
ters. and I felt like I battled
all the way through.” Sche
pel said. “(After the hit( 1 just

hwtlwm

tried to keep pitching so it
didn’t turn into anything big
ger. I would have liked to get
a no-hitter, but that is not my
No. 1 goal. I am just trying to
get a win for the team.”
An offensive outburst
in the nightcap proved too
much for the Chargers, as
the Lakers earned a 12-1
win. Freshman center fielder
Mike Nadratowski had three
of the team’s 11 hits, also
contributing three RBI,a run
scored, and a stolen base. Se
nior outfielder Steve Ander
son and junior right fielder
Chris Rudenga each added
two hits.
Meanwhile, senior Ryan
Garman started and pitched
five solid innings, giving up
only three hits and striking
out four.
“I just have a good feeling
that we have turned the cor
ner a little bit,” said GVSU
head coach Steve Lyon.
“Our whole pitching staff
has pitched so well that we
are always going to be in a
game. The hitters just feel
like they have to get a few
runs for those guys and we
will win our share, and that is
what we have been doing.”
With the offense and
pitching staff looking to be
on the same page, the Lak
ers headed into Wednesday
riding a wave of confidence.
However, things started off
bleak in game one agaiast
Northwood.

The Lakers headed into
the bottom of the seventh
with one final chance to
overcome a 2-0 deficit. Se
nior catcher Jared Cowan
and sophomore first baseman
Giancarlo Brugnoni led off
with back-to-back singles.
Senior Blake Batteast, who
pinch ran for Cowan and
Brugnoni, would each score
to tie the game at two.
Then, in the bottom of
the eighth, senior left fielder
Steve Anderson came up
with the hit of the game, a
leadoff triple. After two in
tentional walks, freshman
designated hitter Jamie Potts
singled to give the Lakers a
3-2 win.
“We couldn’t try to tie
the game in one swing—just
take it one pitch at a time,”
Nadratowski said. “We did a
good job of getting the first
guy on. We are playing a lot
better as a team and timely
hits are coming around.”
Game two proved to be
another grind it out game,
with the Lakers coming out
on top, 4-2. Junior Anthony
Campanella provided an
other strong outing from
the pitching staff, going six
innings and only giving up
four hits and one unearned
run. Zambron also earned
his eighth save of the season,
striking out two in one in
ning of relief.
Nadratowski had two hits
for the Laker offense and also

GVL / Robert Mathews

Pitcher perfect: GVSU senior Cory Baker (pictured) pitches the
Lakers' to victory against Northwood University yesterday.

chipped in an RBI. Rudenga,
senior designated hitter Derrik Strzalkowski, junior sec
ond baseman Stephen Claypool and senior catch Zach
Laupp, each scored a run and
contributed one hit apiece in

the winning effort.
GVSU will continue their
home stretch with doubleheader contests against Tif
fin University on Saturday
and Sunday.

zsepanik @ lanthorn .com
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Are you ready for some

FOOTBALL?

GVL / Eric Coulter

In the lead: Athletic Director Tim Selgo stands in front of GVSU's eight Director's Cups.

GV regains lead in Learfield
Sports Directors Cup standings
BY SAMANTHA BUTCHER
GVL EDITOR IN CHIEF

After the success of the
men’s and women’s swim
ming and diving teams.
Grand Valley State Univer
sity has regained the lead
in the Division II Lear
field Sports Director’s Cup
standings.
With 550.50 total points,
GVSU is in first place after
the final winter standings
were released on March
29, with Grand Canyon
University (Ariz.) close on
its heels with 527 points in
second place.
The narrow lead is noth
ing compared to the domi
nating 231.5-point advan
tage the university had at
the same time last year, but
despite setbacks GVSU
ended both the hnal fall and
winter rankings perched at
No. 1, with 260 and ,290.5

points, respectively.
GVSU won its eighthconsecutive cup in 2011.
Although GVSU had
fallen behind in the pre
vious standings, strong
finishes by the women’s
arid men’s swimming and
diving teams. No. 6 and
No. 8, respectively, netted
the university a combined
139.5 points. They also
earned 100 points from the
women’s track and field
team’s national title, and
51 points from the men’s
track and field team’s No.
22 finish.
In the fall, GVSU fin
ished first in spite of a
weak football season due to
strong finishes from men’s
and women’s cross country
(both ranked No. 3) and
women’s soccer (No. 2).
Learfield Sports, which
hosts the Director’s Cup tropjw,,<?3ch,y«ar» Will

preliminary wpring rankings
for Division II on March 24,
with final spring rankings
— and the announcement of
the winner — being released
on June 6.
The Director’s Cup —
described by Learfield as
“the crowning achieve
ment in college athletics”
— was created in 1993 by
NACDA and USA Today
to recognize institutions
that maintain broad ath
letic success in a variety of
men’s and women’s sports.
The competition was ex
panded to Division II and
III in 1995, and GVSU won
its first Cup in the 2003-04
year, which marked the
beginning of its eight-year
streak.
For more information
about the Director’s Cup or
to view the full rankings, visit
www.thedirectorscup.com.
editorial@ lanthorn .com

GVL Archive

Spring fling: Wide receiver Keontre' Miskel lines up during the Lakers game against Ferris State
University last season.The sophomore will be one of many young players to see time on Saturday

Football prepares for Spring Game
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN

give fans a chance to see
the Lakers in action one last
time this year, will showcase
t’s been five months since a number of players who
the Grand Valley State may not have seen the field
University football team much during the regular
wrapped up its 2011 sea season, but have performed
son, and it’s been 13 pad well in the spring.
ded practices since they’ve
“1 think it’s less about
began working toward their the guys we know can make
new one in spring practice.
plays and more about some
Now, the Lakers stand of the younger players in
two days from the culmina our program,” said head
tion of those spring practic coach Matt Mitchell. “Guy
es with their annual Spring like Charles Johnson, who
Game on Saturday at 6 p.m.
led our team in receiving
Due to the on-going ren last year, I don’t need to see
ovations at Lubbers Stadi him get hit ... I know what
um, the game’s location has I’ve got. I’m trying to figure
been shifted to Houseman out some of the freshman,
Field, located in downtown redshirt freshman how they
Grand Rapids on the comer react to that environment!”
ofj Houseman Avenue NE
With the game’s location
and Fountain Street NE.
being moved, that also means
The game, which will the team’s spring practices
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

I

have had to be moved. Along
with the Lubbers Stadium
construction, the football
practice fields have also been
renovated, forcing the team
indoors this spring.
“The Kelly Family Sports
Center has been great,”
Mitchell said. “Us being able
to do offense, defense, spe
cial teams in that building is
not a problem ... The size of
the building, our filming, the
turf — it’s been great.”
Fans expecting an allout, full-contact scrimmage
from the opening kick on
Saturday may be disap
pointed. Mitchell has said
the plan is for the game to
open as more of a practice,
and as it progresses they’ll
finish with a scrimmage in
the second half.

sports@ lanthorn .com
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The story throughout last
year's spring was who would
start at quarterback. Well, ju
nior Heath Parling has that
locked up this time around,
but offensive discussion this
spring centers on the guys
catching his passes.
Outside of Johnson, the
receiving core is among the
biggest questions entering
Saturday's game.
Lanky senior Israel Woolfork, used mainly as a block
er last season, will be in the
discussion to start alongside
Johnson, as will redshirt
sophomores Keontre' Miskel
and Darryl Pitts. Mitchell ex
pects junior Brandan Green,
who battled injuries much
of last season, to see time
in the slot during the spring
game along with converted
running back Billy Seiler.
Graduated are last year's
starting tight ends Tony Car-
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reri and Andrew Lorman, but
Mitchell has said sophomore
Joe Wirth is the guy that's
going to step up in the fall.
The Central Michigan
University transfer has had
a good spring and along
with sophomore Ryan Ploetz and redshirt freshman
Jamie Potts — who is cur
rently playing baseball —
will be in the conversation
at tight end.
GVSU boasts a stable of
quality running backs and
Mitchell has said he hopes
to get most of them some
carries on Saturday. Senior
Norman Shuford and junior
Hersey Jackson, the main
cogs in the run game last
season, will not play in the
game. Shuford is rehabbing
the ACL he tore in October,
while Jackson is nursing a
shoulder injury.
Look for redshirt fresh
man Kirk Spencer and fresh-

DEFENSE
Gone are seniors Zach
Breen, Andre Thomas and
Brad Howard.The three com
bined to lead the defensive
revival GVSU saw in the lat
ter part of last season, but
the spring has given some
of the younger players on
defense a chance to get valu
able reps.
In particular, the defen
sive line situation has given
chances to some of those
younger players. Seniors
Brandon Allen, Ryan Pettis
and Ricky Thomas have all
been out during the spring,
which has given backups like
sophomores Matt Judon and
Craig Wilson opportunities to
impress the coaching staff.
While the youth will help
to alleviate the loss ofThomas on the defensive line, it
will be some upperclassmen
that step in at linebacker.
After spending much of last
season in the secondary, ju

DARRYL PITTS
man Dondre Adams to see a
lot of time on the field.
With the offensive line re
turning most of last season's
rotation, led by seniors Matt
Armstrong and Tim Lelito,
Mitchell said the goal this
spring consists of finding
and developing depth.

nior Charles Hill has transi
tioned well to linebacker in
the spring.
Junior Jordan Kaufman
will see time, as will junior
transfer Sam Power, formally
ofWestern Illinois University.
Mitchell calls him a "proto
typical mike linebacker" and
expects Power to be on the
field Saturday.
For the most part, the
secondary is set with start
ers at comerback and safety
returning. The verdict on
whether senior Chris Huley,
who missed all of last sea
son after suffering a gunshot
wound in the summer, would
be granted another year of
eligibility by the NCAA is still
up in the air.
Mitchell has said that redshirt freshman safety Brad
Horling has had a strong
spring, and with a good sum
mer could see time come
next season, so expect to see
him on Saturday as well.
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Harsh conditions plague Shooks
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

GVL / Eric Coulter

Match point: Freshman Kali Phillips returns a serve during Wednesday's match with Calvin
College. The Lakers battled the Knights in one of their final non-conference matches.

Double(s) trouble
Tennis falls to tough regional opponent
that we need to work par
ticularly on our doubles,”
Black said. “We came out
fter falling to region slow, and we can’t afford to
al competition on do that, cause if we do, we
Monday, the Grand are going to be done right
away, it’s not like singles
Valley State University
men’s and women’s tennis were you have a chance to
teams see tough competi come back.”
The men gave Lewis
tion as a tool to make them
better, taking the losses the lead right off the bat
after falling 3-0 in doubles.
with grain of salt.
The Lakers took on na When it came down to
tionally-ranked Lewis Uni clutch plays, the Lakers
versity in matches relocat couldn’t get the match or
ed to Ramblewood Tennis break points, which ended
Club due to weather. Both up giving Lewis the mo
teams fell, and head coach mentum pull out the win.
John Black said his team n Today’s loss tested the
couldn’t afford any mis men’s team, but its focus
takes against the “sharp” has always been on confer
team with the men losing, ences and it is looking to
8-1, and the women, 5-4, finish strong in that tourna
ment.
later on in the afternoon.
“We need to have stron
“We fought on when we
got down and were com ger doubles play and come
petitive during the singles together as a team,” said
matchup, but Lewis just senior Josh Kazdan. “We
played really well today,” have the right players, we
just need to all be great on
Black said.
For the men, the loss the same day.”
It was a difficult match
dropped their record to 1011 for the season as they for the women later that
head into their final con afternoon, losing by one
ference match of the year point. The Lakers are
on Thursday against Ferris ranked No. 3 in the region
State University. It wasn’t and No. 23 nationally. The
all disappointment for the bottom three singles flights
Lakers as freshman John for the Lakers — Lexi Rice,
McDonald pulling out the Anne Marie Morin and Al
only win with a 6-2, 6-2 lison Fecko — picked up
points in their victories.
victory in the No. 6 flight.
The deciding set came
“This match showed us
BY MELANIE HUHN

GVL STAFF WRITER

A

down to the No. 3 spot,
but freshman Leah Dancz
couldn’t gain control and
fell, 7-5, 2-6, 6-1 in her
match.
“It came down to one
match for the win, but we
all contributed to this loss
because we could have
won it with our doubles,”
said senior Tara Hayes.
“We were at a disadvan
tage since Lewis did play
over the weekend and we
rested. Overall, it was just
a tough match.”
Like the men, the wom
en gave the lead to their
opponent early on after
losing two of their three
doubles matches, with the
No. 3 doubles picking up
one point with an 8-1 win.
Coach Black is looking to
pick up the doubles play
and head into the rest of
the season with their heads
held high.
“Whether we have a
great win or a loss, as soon
as its done, its done,” Black
said. “We need to put it be
hind us and get ready to
play the next match.”
The Lakers look to come
together with the men fac
ing Ferris State Thursday
at 3 p.m. at home, while
the women take on Daven
port University at home on
Friday at 4 p.m.

Even with perfect condi
tions, golf can be one of the
toughest sports to play. Add
35-mph winds to an already
difficult course, and posting
low scores suddenly becomes
an arduous task.
The Grand Valley State
University men’s golf team
struggled to find their rhythm
in the fourth Great Lakes
Regional at Purgatory Golf
Course, taking' home an
eighth-place finish with a
weekend total of 621 (45).
“It’s a tough golf course
without wind, it’s pretty long
and it was playing really firm
and the wind was blowing a
solid 30 to 35 mph,” said se
nior Travis Shooks, who fin
ished in a tie for sixth place
with a score of 151 (7). “You
just had to play the wind on
every shot and it would wear
you down. It was hard to hit
the ball close to the hole.”
Senior Nick Gunthrope
finished in a tie for 12th after
he shot a 153 (9). Sophomore
Chris Cunningham posted a
total of 159 (15) and sopho
more Jack Rider finished with
a score of 162 (18). Rounding
out the scoring for the Lakers
was junior Chase Olsen, who
shot a 166 (22).
“We are a little disap
pointed with finishing where
we did,” said head coach

Don Underwood. “We had a
couple bright spots and Nick
and Travis played well. The
rest of the group didn’t re
ally play as well as I’m sure
they’d hope to.”
A silver lining for the Lak
ers is how this type of adver
sity may help them down the
line. Facing these types of
conditions will help prepare
the Lakers for the rest erf their
season.
“It shows you how you
can overcome adversity,”
Gunthorpe said. “Sometimes
when it’s so windy, it’s all
about grinding it out and that
will help in postseason play
and other competitions, when
you have to dig deep down
and come out with a low
score.”
Even with the conditions,
Underwood would still like
to see his team place higher
in the standings. The Lak
ers finished 14 strokes off of
the tournament winner Tiffin
University, who managed to
shoot a 607 (31).
“We need to get all five
of these guys finishing up in
a more respectable spot in
the field,” Underwood said.
“Everyone’s playing out
there in the same conditions.
We’re down there to compete
against other kids and that’s
what we need to measure our
selves against.”
The Lakers have struggled
to find the success that they

SHOOKS

had in the fall. GVSU fin
ished the fall season winning
the GLIAC Championships,
and the Outback Steakhouse
Invitational to close out the
fall season. Coach Under
wood hinted to some possible
changes that could be coming
to the lineup.
“We may make some
changes this week and see if
we give someone else an op
portunity to see how they do,”
he said. “It’s one thing we’ll
consider this week, and then
the other part is that we just
need to keep working hard
and preparing. These guys
have talent, they’re good
players, and they just need to
keep doing what they’re do
ing and need to start perform
ing better. They’ve done it in
the past, and I know they’re
capable of it.”
The Lakers golf team will
next be in action Friday for the
Detroit Titans Invitational.
bderouin @ lanthorn com

Always wait until you have a full load before
running the dishwasher or washing machine Wash
ing smaller loads uses the same amount of hot water
as full loads, so making sure each toad is full helps
save water and energy. Plus, you do less work.

Thank you, from
GVSU Fadities Services

huhnm@lanthorn .com
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR BRIANA DOOLAN

arts@lanthorn.com

A capella group
to host concert
benefit for Relay

Courtesy Photo / artdowntowngr.com

Annual art event moves through downtown GR
BY CHRIS LAFOY

GVL Archive

Baphoric: Members of a capella group Euphoria sing at
fiesident's Ball.The group will host a benefit for Relay for Life.

BY BRIAN LEDTKE
(JVL STAFF WRITER

* If you have ever seen a
group of students do a flash
mob on Grand Valley State
University’s campus, then
you’ve experienced Eupho
ria.
■ Euphoria, Grand Valley
State University’s first co-ed
arcappella group, is currently
celebrating its five-year an
niversary. One of four stu
dent-run a cappella groups
on campus, and the mem
bers arrange all the music
they perform and compete
iijtournaments and competi
tions throughout the year.
* “This being our fifth-year
anniversary, we wanted to do
something new,” said Aaron
Vince, president of Eupho
ria. “A benefit concert has
been talked about and idea£d for years, but has never
cgme to fruition.”
£ Emily Tascone, a GVSU
janior, is one erf" the leading
organizers of the benefit
concert and said with the tal
ent they had in Euphoria,
they felt in necessary to put
it to good use.
“We are a talented group
of singers with something to
offer,” Tascone said. “Ulti
mately, we decided that it
was time for us to use our
musical gifts to benefit oth, m **
ere.
Originally the concert
was going to raise money for
GVSU senior Jacob Bouwman, who was diagnosed
with cancer last semester,
but after Bouwman was
declared cancer-free, they
began searching for a new
cause.
• “We considered revamp
ing the concert to be a cele

bration of his health, but later
decided to switch to a more
recognizable and accessible
campaign,” Vince said.
Euphoria chose to team
up with Relay for Life be
cause they felt like the mon
ey they were raising was go
ing to not only a great cause,
but a similar one.
The benefit concert is a
variety show with many pierformers and types of music.
“We function similarly
to a family; we argue, make
up, complain, conspire, play,
laugh and make music in an
effort to experience Eupho
ria together,” Tascone said.
Thomas Vacanti, the
vice president erf Euphoria,
agreed that the group feels
more like family than just a
group of fellow singers.
“I thought the benefit
concert would be a great
way to involve our group in
something bigger than our
selves,” Vacanti said. “Mu
sic has given so much to me
and every other member in
this group, and I wanted to
be able to give something
back in return.”
The event takes place in
Cook DeWitt tonight at 9
pan. Money raised by the
suggested $5 admissions
fee, open donations and a
50/50 raffle will go directly
to Relay for Life.
“This concert is about
the community collaborat
ing to create a front-line of
swords and shields so that
together we can honor the
lives of soldiers lost and win
the battle for the wounded,”
Tascone said.
For more information
visit
www.eup>horiagvsu.
com

group piece will be on display
in a vacant office building lo
cated at 144 E. Fulton.
Stout’s individual offer
rand Rapids art fans
will have a unique ing will be printed materi
opportunity to see als such as pamphlets and
that focus on the
300 artists’ work in 30 postcards
dif
ferent venues in a single Heritage Hill neighborhood
evening — all with provided in Grand Rapids.
“As a civic-minded de
stylish transportation.
Art.Downtown, is an an signer, I find ways to organize
nual art show that helps in and navigate the city I live in
troduce artists from West by referencing the past in or
Michigan to art-appreciating der to appreciate the present,”
communities. The venues are Stout said. “I believe that by
dispersed throughout down understanding the history of
town so patrons can ride on Grand Rapids, we gain a sense
the Grand Rapids Trolley of civic pride that makes our
with guides to get from spot time spend in this city more
fulfilling and meaningful.”
to spot.
GVSU and Kendall Col
“Art .Downtown,
is
a
smaller version of ArtPrize lege of Art and Design are
focused in a smaller location among the sponsors for the
and for only one night,” said event.
This will be the fourth year
Amber Stout, a Grand Valley
State University art and design of the event under the title of
major and contributor to Art. Art. Downtown., previously
Downtown. “The artists fea known as Spring for the Arts.
Art .Downtown, is orga
tured are mostly local and the
whole event really has a focus nized and run by the down
town community are organi
on the community.”
Stout will be displaying her zation Avenue for the Arts.
art individually and as a part of This collection of residential,
a 12-person GVSU senior the commercial and non-profit
sis show titled REACT. The groups has helped energize the
GVL STAFF WRITER

G

art community downtown.
“Avenue of the Arts uses
events like Art.Downtown. to
help show off the communi
ty’s artists,” said Taylor Green
field, Avenue for the Arts in
tern and Grand Rapids-based
artist. “Through this event, we
get to put local artists in many
unique locations.”
Greenfield will be display
ing her own drawings as a part
of Friday’s event.
“ArtDowntown, has all
kinds of art for all types of
people,” Greenfield said.
“And it’s all downtown.”
Stout’s relationship with
Avenue for the Arts extends

past this event.
“I interned for the Avenue
for the Arts Market in 2010
and ran the summer street
market,” Stout said. “I con
tinued volunteering through
out the year for different
Avenue for the Arts events.
I’ve volunteered as a gallery
attendant, a way-finder, and
even as a trolley guide dur
ing Art Downtown.”
Art.Downtown. will begin
Friday at 6 p.m. The event is
free and open to the public.
Visit www artdownt own gr.
com for directions and more
information.
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YOU AND A GUEST ARE
: INVITED TO A SPECIAL
ADVANCE SCREENING
■

GVL / Robert Mathews

Colorful: Seniors in the graphic design program (pictured) will showcase their final showcase Friday as part of Art.Downtown.

Graphic design seniors seek REACTion
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For 12 Grand Valley State
University graphic design stu
dents, Friday’s REACT senior
show means more than just
using the skills they learned in
class to make a good project it’s a new experience that lets
them show all of Grand Rap
ids their unique design styles.
“No matter what we de
sign. we want our viewers to
react to it,” said student Jenni
fer lametta
REACT is part of the
larger annual event Art .Down
town., which showcases more
than 350 artists at more than
30 venues around downtown
Grand Rapids in one night.
Graphic design student
Meagan Norman-Meadows
has been the curator of their
space at 144 E. Fulton, which
will also feature work from
four other GVSU art depart
ments — visual studies, time
studio, paper-making and ad
vanced drawing, with a grand
total of 52 GVSU student art

ists participating.
“We couldn’t ask for a bet
ter venue, or for a better date,”
said student designer Kyle
DeGroff. “We’re right off
Fulton and we’re gonna get a
huge crowd. It’s gonna be a
big show.”
Along with some help
from GVSU professor Matt
Walsh, the graphic design stu
dents have put on the show by
themselves.
“All of us have been just
on the grind all semester long
trying to get this stuff planned
and coordinated, from, you
know, all the social media to
working on our individual
projects and coordinating with
the other artists that are going
to be involved,” DeGroff said.
“There’s a lot of ins and outs
that definitely is an eye-open
ing experience to the whole
exhibition side of the art world.
And were definitely all new to
it’s a new experience for all
of us and were definitely all
learning as we go.”
Lumetta said that although
every designer had a different

style and theme, the design
ers’ motivation was the com
mon theme that tied the show
together and gave it its name.
But REACT doesn’t just af
fect the viewers — it meaas
so much more to the students,
who have been working on
their projects independently
for over five months.
“As a final show of our
college career, our work is a
reaction to our experiences
at Grand Valley, not just aca
demically. but socially and
culturally too,” Lumetta said.
The projects are made
from many different types of
media, including coffee table
books, wall mounted graphics
and video productions. Lu
metta said.
“Really, we just hope our
viewers will spend time with
our projects and think about
what they mean” Lumetta
said. “What they take from
each piece is up to them, but
we hope our audience will
keep our messages with them
even after they leave the
show”

DeGroff said the range of
different styles and creative
ideas shine a new light on
graphic design.
“[Graphic design! is not
just about making something
pretty. It’s not about just sell
ing a product or trying to ap
peal to one genre of people,”
he said. “I think the show itself
encompasses kind of all of our
individual styles and our influ
ences and our goals and how
we can take our personalities
and showcase them through
our design, and somehow in
fluence people for a greater
good and for a greater cause.
How can we use design as that
tool to influence change?’
The entire Art .Downtown,
event is free, and more infor
mation is available at www.
artdowntowngr.com.
For
more information about the
REACT show, and for a sneak
peak at the designer’s projects.
‘Like’ their Facebook page, or
check out their website at rcact2 .us to learn more about the
designers.
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF some restrictions apply
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FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460 /£

classifieds@lanthorn.com
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Announcements

Employment

GVSU Facilities Services
thanks you for helping to re
duce energy, natural gas and
water costs by making small
changes to your daily routine!
GVSU Facilities Services
thanks you for helping to re
duce energy, natural gas and
water costs by making small
changes to your daily routine!
Visit the Financial Aid Office
at 100 student Services
Building to learn about re
sources like the GVSU
Scholarship Database, Fafsa
and GVSU Student Employ
ment.

Entertainment

College Pro is now hiring
painters all across the state
to work outdoors w/other
students. Earn $3k-5k. Ad
vancement opportunities
plus
internships.
1-888-277-9787 or www.colleqepro.com. ,
Make lifelong friends. The Is
land House Hotel and Ryba’s
Fudge Shops are looking for
help in all areas: Front desk,
Bell Staff,Wait Stuff, Sales
Clerks, Kitchen, Baristas.
Housing, bonus and dis
counted
meals.
(906)-847-7196 www.theislandhouse.com

Housing

have a car or truck? Show it
off at the GVCar Show 2012
on
April
14th,
from
11am-3pm. Located at the
GVSU-Allendale Campus,
Lot H. Proceeds benefit
Fashion has Heart. Register
at qvcarshow.com.

Services
Lake Michigan Credit Union
has 6 ATMs on Campus,
never pay a fee when you
need cash on campus. Call
LMCU today! 616-248-9790
or visit www.lmcu.org
Loan Specials. Made in
Michigan. Chemical Bank
2012 Loan special. Whether
you’re in the market for a
new deck, or a new or used
car, take advantage of our
special loan rates before they
dry up. For more info, Visit
ChemicalBankMI.com today.

At 48west enjoy individual
leases, private bathrooms,
on-site bus stop & much
more! Call today for leasing
information 616-895-2400,
48west@48west.info,
www.48west.com
>artments,
Boltwood
Apj
Pet-Friendly, Hi
luge Bed
rooms, & a Bus
Bui Stop. Leases
start at $395.00 per month.
Call today to schedule a tour.
616-895-5875.
www. boltwoodgvsu. com
Campus View, live close to
campus and get the most for
your money. Apartments and
Townhouses
available,
Leases start at $285.00 per
month.
Call
Today!
616-895-6678 or visit
www.campusviewhousing.co

m

Internships
Grand Rapids Public Mu
seum
Job Title: Events Intern for
2012 Gala
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562697
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Rothbury Farms
Job Title: Quality Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562677
For more information visit *
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Reebok Team
Job Title: Reebok Marketing
Internship
Location: Nationwide
Search Job ID: 15562634
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Bartending. No Experience
Needed. High income
potential. Training courses
available.Call
1-800-965-6520 ext. 226

Sofia Bella Couture
Job Title: Party Planner
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15551325
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Visit the Financial Aid Office
at 100 Student Services
Building to learn about re
sources like hte GVSU
Scholarship
Database,
FAFSA and GVSU Student
Employment.

Michigan Butterflies
Job Title: Butterfly Intern or
Communications/PR/Market
ing intern
Salary: Unpaid
Location: Jenison, Ml
Search Job ID: 15553604
and 15562819
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Lighthouse Insurance Group
Job Title: Recruiting Intern
Location: Muskegon, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562653
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Opportunities

Support

GVSU
Student

Media

Lakeshore Habitat for Hu
manity
Job Title: Accounting/Fi
nance Intern
Location: Holland, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562639
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Bradford Company
Job Title: IT Intern
Location: Holland, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562648
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/
Smart Bottoms, Inc.
Job Title: Marketing Intern
ship
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562647
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/

Miscellaneous
Get Caught Promotion. Rules
and Restrictions. Only one
student or faculty is a winner
per issue. Readers will be
chosen at random through
out the week on campus.
The prize awarded is
to-be-determined at random
but may include gift cards,
t-shirts, etc. Winners are re
quested to have their picture
taken and answer some
questions to be published in
the Lanthorn.

Byrne Electrical Specialists
Job Title: Customer Service
Intern and Marketing Intern
Location: Rockford, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562638
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
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A RIVER RUNS
MAGIC MAZE • THROUGH IT

Weekly SUDOKU

BUT TRUE
By Samantha Weaver

• It was beloved American humonst
Will Rogers who made the following
sage observation: You can’t say civ
ilization don t advance, for in every
war they kill you a new wray ’
• Elkhart. Ind , has the dubious dis
tinction of being the RV capital of the
world
• According to a survey by the mag
azine Vegetanan Times, if you’re a
vegetarian, you have 3 percent of the
U S population for company Only
half of 1 percent of Americans are
vegans, consuming no animal prod
ucts at all, while 10 percent say they
follow a “vegetanan-inclmed’’ diet.
• The Hawaiian alphabet has only
12 letters
• In 1743 one Dr, John Cohausen
wrote a book called “Hermippus
Redivivus,” in which he described
how anyone could live to the ripe old
age of 115 — a particularly impres
sive feat in the 18th century His rec
ipe for a long life involved burning
gum ohbani. styrae myrrh and a vari
ety of herbs, then inhaling the fumes,
while at the same tune "imbibing the
exhalations of the nearest little girl "
• According to the law in the town
of Chester, England, if you catch a
Welshman within the city walls after
die sun has gone down, you may
shoot him with a longbow
l
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by Linda Thistle
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.
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Kind the I istec words in

the diagram. T bey

B

Amsterdam
Baghdad
Berlin
Brussels

★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
O 2012 King Features Synd., Inc.

Cairo
Calcutta
Delhi
Dublin

Kiev
Lisbon
London
Paris

Rome
Tokyo
Warsaw

2012 King Features Synd., Inc All rights reserved

SCRAMBLERS
Unscramble tha letters within each ractangla to form four ordinary words. Than
rearrange tha boxed letters to form tha mystery word, which will complete tha gag!
Posey

LEWORF
Wavy

RYCUL
Rugged

OGHUT
Fall

EMBLUT
"Do you realize that our
is entrusted to the man who wrote this
drivel and to the woman who fell for it?"

TODAY’S WORD
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run in all directions-

forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.
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TO YOUR RESUME.
THE 2012 JEEP COMPASS AND JEEP PATRIOT

^500 BONUS CASH
+*1,000 ALLOWANCE

<t|-AA COLLEGE GRADUATE

$1I,wv
cnn

i% ■'

V",

w r •' • ® • fjgpp**

TOTAL CASH
ALLOWANCE

AS YOU SAY ADIOS TO COLLEGE LIFE AND HELLO TO A NEW SET OF CHALLENGES, YOUR LOCAL
JEEP DEALER WANTS TO START YOU OFF IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION WITH THIS GREAT OFFER ON
THE EFFICIENT AND CAPABLE JEEP COMPASS AND JEEP PATRIOT BOTH GET UP TO 29 HWY MILES
PER GALLON ’ AND ARE ENGINEERED TO HELP YOU OVERCOME I IFE’S MANY OBSTACLES
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